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The abbreviation FAT stands for "File Allocation Table". This file system is extensively used in many
portable devices such as digital camera, flash drive etc. As the file system comprise simple
architecture it is widely used for domestic systems as well. There are certain drawbacks of FAT
which leads to data loss scenarios. Poor memory management, changing of file system from FAT to
NTFS, time consuming operations, poor logical structure, formatting of the partitions etc. are some
of the limitations that leads to the FAT file system corruption. And when the corruption occurs the
vital data stored in these partitions restricts access to the user.

The corrupt data can be easily and smoothly recovered by a third party data renewal solution. A
multi featured data recovery software is recovers the lost and corrupt data from the partition of the
file system very efficiently and quickly. The user regains access to the data with the result oriented
FAT partition data recovery software.

FAT data recovery technique flawlessly regains the data from the unusable  FAT12/16/32 partitions.
The risk free data rescuing tool recovers data from the corrupted boot record, root directory and
MFT/FAT etc. This third party tool supports all formats  jpg, jpeg, gif, doc, xls, txt, bmp, txt, mp3,
aac, avi, tiff, giff, dat, doc, mid etc. The software performs deep scanning of the hard drive and
recovers the lost data. The recovery process is very fluent and in a couple of minutes the user gains
approach over the damaged data. FAT partition rescue tool regains data from the following data
loss situations:  power failure, virus infection, accidental deletion, transfer of data from one device to
another and any similar reason.

If you are encircled to such data loss scenario, a sophisticated partition recovery software can help
you in the best way. Go through the product review of the top brands and avail the FREE demo
version. This reveals the product's features and working features restricting the user to save the file
after recovery. This facility is enabled in the fully licensed version. So, after the product
appeasement invest your money to the best brand.

Appropriate Features of the FAT Data Recovery Tool

â€¢	Captive software supports recovery from all the partitions  of FAT 12, 16, 32 file systems

â€¢	Efficiently  recovers FAT partition

â€¢	Software is simple, easy and friendly graphical user interface wizard

â€¢	Viable software retrieves the data and displays them in a hierarchical structure before saving to a
destined location

â€¢	Fluently recovers data from the formatted/missing/lost partitions

â€¢	Recovers the data even not recognizable by the Windows

â€¢	Recovers deleted files and folders even emptying from the Recycle Bin

â€¢	Flawlessly recovers files and folders with long file name
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â€¢	Software supports data recovery on IDE, EIDE, SCSI, SATA, USB and ZIP drives

â€¢	The recovery software can be installed on any Windows operating system such as 98, 2000, 2003,
XP, NT and Vista

â€¢	 Hard disk FAT partition recovery application rescues long file names, directories, sub-directories,
folders, sub-folders in same sequence without any modification.

â€¢	Technical expertise not required for the installation and using the recovery software

Advance FAT partition recovery software  allows specific features during file recovery process. They
are:

â€¢	File Filter : This feature helps the user to filter some specific files with specific extensions

â€¢	Save Recovery Scan: This feature saves quality time of the user by resuming the recovery process
later

â€¢	Find: This feature helps the user to find a particular file from the recovered items list
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Robert - About Author:
Recover Data is a dominating brand name in the market of data conversion and recovery products
over the years. The tools are technically well designed, pocket friendly, effective functioning, result
oriented, user friendly and time saving. It performs what it claims so avail the best quality softwares
in a very economical price.

 A team of technical support is available round the clock to meet your queries. Recover Data aims at
100% consumer satisfaction with innovative products and services.
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